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The problem of demographic imbalance
has become the talk of the hour with
every change in the ministerial or par-

liamentary formation in Kuwait. Until now
there are only a lot of media statements, but
we have not seen an actual plan on how to
resolve this issue.

It is unfortunate that when someone talks
about the imbalance in demography, the quick-
est solution that makes the headlines is to
reduce the number of expatriates! I personally
feel that the imbalance in the population is not
caused by expatriates, but by granting Kuwaiti
nationality to ineligible people. Isn’t this a
security threat, and what are the criteria for
eligibility? 

I am certainly not against naturalization of
non-Kuwaitis, but only for those who have pro-
vided great services to the country, especially
Arab expats like teachers, for example, and oth-
ers who came to Kuwait in the early part of the
last century and made a real imprint on the
emergence of the modern state. But when citi-
zenship - which is a sovereign right - becomes
a political means of satisfaction or punishment,
this creates anger amongst some Kuwaitis. 

Abdullah Al-Roumi is a member of the
National Assembly from the first district. He has
strong opinions against the naturalization of
undeserving persons and has expressed a lot of
views against politicizing the subject of nation-
ality. When statistics mention a decline in the
proportion of Kuwaitis compared to expatri-
ates, the solution does not necessarily mean the
abolition of effective employment of expats.

We need comprehensive treatment based on
two things - the naturalization issue and the
subject of the residencies and fictitious compa-
nies that traffic in human beings. Because
bringing in thousands of people for the purpose
of making money is a clear violation punishable
by law. I think the solutions must not only focus
on the ratio of expats, because they did not
come by themselves but through visas. The
companies that bring in large number of work-
ers without real work must be stopped and
punished.  

I think a real treatment requires the removal
of marginal employment and ending phantom
companies. The naturalization of bedoons must
be part of the issue of demographic imbalance
and the government should be clear to those
who conceal their original citizenship and
demand Kuwaiti nationality.  

The fact is that the problem of the imbalance
in the demographic structure is an old one, but
it remained unresolved until it turned into a
complicated and divisive topic. When current
statistics indicate low numbers of Kuwaitis ver-
sus expats, we need to admit that this is a result
of the absence of strategic plans in determining
the type of employment that is needed and
those whom we don’t want.

Many Gulf countries are experiencing the
same phenomenon in the composition of the
population, and perhaps the proportion of their
citizens is lower than it is in Kuwait, but with the
presence of strategic plans, they have been able
to avoid the negative effects of this imbalance. I
believe that the solution is simple and linked to a
clear vision, so we need a lot of work and fewer
statements. This imbalance has clear effects on
the state and needs a serious ending.

Happy New Year. 
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Atopic that I really like to write about at this time
of the year is celebrating different religious
holidays, as well as celebrating the New Year

and taking time off work. I understand that many peo-
ple have left their homes to be in Kuwait and may be
away from loved ones for the holiday season, and I
can only imagine how tough that may be. Thank you
to everyone who has worked over the holidays or
what might be their religious celebrations and I wish
everyone a Happy New Year!

Celebrating Christmas
Question: Is celebrating Christmas illegal in

Kuwait?
Fajer: I find this question really weird, but unfortu-

nately I keep getting questions like this. Regardless of
what people say on social media, Kuwait is a very
inclusive country that includes many religions and cul-
tures, so please do celebrate your religion, just as long
as you follow the country’s laws and do not hurt any-
one else. There is no law in Kuwait that makes cele-
brating other religious festivals illegal. There may be
bylaws that restrict celebrations in certain ways, espe-
cially in commercial areas, but there is nothing that
makes it illegal.

One day off
Question: I understand that in Kuwait we only have

one day off for New Year and not New Year’s Eve - is
this correct?

Fajer: Yes, the Gregorian New Year is a day off, and
this year it will be on a Tuesday. I hope the above was
helpful and I hope you have a wonderful New Year.

Overtime
Question: I am working on New Year and New

Year’s Eve - am I entitled to overtime?
Fajer: Article 68 of Kuwait labor law states: “Fully-

paid official holidays are as follows:
a- Hegira New Year: 1 day
b- Israa and Meraj day: 1 day
c- Eid Al-Fitr: 3 days
d- Waqfat Arafat: 1 day
e- Eid Al-Adha: 3 days
f- Prophet’s (PBUH) Birthday (Al-Mawlid Al-

Nabawi): 1 day
g- National Day: 1 day
h- Gregorian New Year: 1 day
In the event where a worker is required to work

during any of the abovementioned holidays, they shall
be entitled to double remuneration and an additional
day off.”

I think the law is extremely clear that you should be
compensated with double your daily wage, which is
your monthly salary divided by 26, as well as an addi-
tional day off! With that said, should you agree to two
days off or three days off for working on Eid, it is up
to you. The court always looks at what is best for the
employees and some employees prefer off days
instead of overtime.

For questions or queries, please email us at
info@ftl-legal.com.

Happy holidays

KUWAIT: Kuwait Municipality’s public relations department said inspection campaigns targeting street vendors and commercial
stores in Hasawi will continue to track various violations including unlicensed ads, waste and violation of state property.
Farwaniya cleaning department manager Saad Al-Khrainej said that the campaigns had so far resulted in removing 24 cubic
meters of goods that were unlawfully displayed for sale on government property. 

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Two children were killed and nine others
were injured in a collision along Wafra farms road,
Kuwait Fire Service Directorate’s public relations and
media department said in a statement. Firefighters
responded to a report Thursday night about a collision
between a water tanker and sedan carrying a family.
Sources said five children were immediately rushed to
hospital with serious injuries, where two of them died,
while the others are undergoing medical treatment. An
investigation was opened to determine the circum-
stances behind the accident.

Smuggling foiled
Customs inspectors at Kuwait International Airport

discovered large amounts of drugs smuggled in a food
supplement shipment arriving as a cargo from a
European country. Security sources said the recipient
did not show up to collect the shipment, so the drugs
were confiscated pending further investigations. 

Two children dead, nine injured
in Wafra farms road crash

Family sedan collides with water tanker; investigations underway

KUWAIT: Wrecked family sedan and water tanker pictured after the accident. Drugs found inside supplement containers imported to Kuwait.

162 restaurants
cited for ‘not
wearing uniform’
By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Public Authority for Food and
Nutrition’s (PAFN) assistant secretary for fines Bader
Al-Aradah said 162 citations had been issued to
restaurants and cafes for staff not wearing the place’s
official uniform, noting that a single uniform fine can

reach up to KD 500 unless the owner contests or rec-
onciles within 60 days. Aradah added that uniform
fines usually vary between KD 100 and 500. He noted
that some serious violations had been detected, includ-
ing not having health certificates. 

4,000 registered
The Civil Service Commission (CSC) said that

4,000 citizens had registered in the 65th batch of citi-
zens to be employed in state departments, adding that
300 of the applicants are still working on submitting
all the needed documents.  

Storage regulations
Kuwait Municipality Director Ahmed Al-Manfouhi

announced setting a charter to regulate storage on
state-owned property, including storing machinery,
equipment and labor dormitories on any construction
site. In a letter he addressed to the finance ministry’s
assistant undersecretary for state property, Manfouhi
expressed hope that the municipality will be allowed to
issue temporary licenses for such sites. Meanwhile,
municipality official Faisal Al-Jumaa stressed that the
new organizational structure will include two locations
to build two new cemeteries to serve new residential
cities in the north and south of the country. Responding
to a proposal by municipal council member Humoud Al-
Enezi to build a cemetery in Sabah Al-Ahmed City,
Jumaa noted that the two new cemeteries are included in
the fourth (2040) organizational structure of Kuwait.

Five companies
charged with 
human trafficking
KUWAIT: Well-informed sources told local daily
Al-Jarida that security forces referred five com-
panies to the public prosecution over human traf-
ficking charges. The sources added that initial
investigations showed that the companies had sold
fake visas to around 2,000 workers and collected
hundreds of thousands of dinars from them in
return. The sources explained that 10 similar cases
involving large numbers of  laborers , some of
whom already arrived in Kuwait while others were
still to do so, had been referred to the prosecution
in 2018. —Al-Jarida

Embezzled KAC money returned
Responding to social media reports about discov-

ering the embezzlement of KD 63,217,450 of its
funds, Kuwait Airways Corporation (KAC) explained
that the case goes back to 2013 when a non-Kuwaiti

sales department employee manipulated the issue of
tickets with the above value, noting that the case was
referred to public prosecution, the employee’s con-
tract was terminated and the embezzled funds were
retrieved. KAC also explained that a court order was
passed on December 24, 2018 sentencing the suspect
to prison and dismissal. —KAC

Training plan for hospital staff
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital Director Dr Nadia

Al-Jumaa revealed that a three-year training plan
will be launched to train the entire hospital’s medical
staff, ie 3,000 to 5,000 people. Speaking on the
sidelines of an awareness day on quality management
held under the t i t le  of  ‘Qual i ty is  Shared
Responsibility’, Jumaa said that all types of work had
to follow specific bases, policies and protocols. She
added that since she became the hospital’s deputy
director before her promotion, she was assigned with
the duty of the head of the quality department,
whose team was carefully selected and trained in
collaboration with the hospital management. She
added that the three-year training plan had been set
by all heads of departments with the ultimate goal of
providing high qual i ty medical  services to al l
patients. —By Meshaal Al-Enezi 


